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Manage data expansion 
with SUSE Enterprise 
Storage.
SUSE Enterprise Storage, the leading 
open source storage solution, is highly 
scalable and resilient, enabling high-end 
functionality at a fraction of
the cost.
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My Sysadmin  
Is a FOR/NEXT 
Loop

T echnology always has promised to save us 
time by doing the things we can do more 

proven to l ive up to the details, but it completely 

we’ve just crammed more work into the time that 

inevitable and learn to do more and more things 

who teaches us that computers even can replace 

the moon. In ancient times, it took giant stone 
monuments and complicated stick alignment to 
determine the next lunar phase. Dave shows how  

VIDEO:  
Shawn 
Powers  
runs 
through 
the latest 
issue.

SHAWN 
POWERS

Shawn Powers is the 
Associate Editor for 
Linux Journal. He’s  
also the Gadget Guy  
for LinuxJournal.com,  
and he has an  
interesting collection  
of vintage Garfield  
coffee mugs. Don’t  
let his silly hairdo  
fool you, he’s a  
pretty ordinary guy  
and can be reached  
via email at  
shawn@linuxjournal.com.  
Or, swing by the  
#linuxjournal IRC  
channel on  
Freenode.net.
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Kyle Rankin takes us a step beyond Puppet this month with a look 

managers can handle. MCollective goes to the next step, and 
“orchestrates” server administration tasks. You’ll want to check it  

you’ll want to read my column this month on how to create a PHP 

 
used to do manually not only become automated, but also to evolve  
into something that can be managed with programmatic commands 

wireless, which sounds l ike a step backward, but is really a huge 

communication between them, using open standards, is incredible.  
 

to read his series.
We also have tech tips, product announcements, kernel updates and 

Linux Journal
our magazine is digital, we still get to read it with our human eyes. But 
who knows, next month, we might have an article on a new AI that 

Current_Issue.tar.gz
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How to Protect Against Hard Disk Firmware Hacking

algorithms and hash message authentication protocols, but not against 
protecting your hard disk against hackers and such. My idea is to read the 

Linux supporters around the world, will appreciate this as well.
—Vincent

Kyle Rankin replies: You are right that there aren’t many articles out 
there about protecting a server against malicious hard disk firmware. 
The closest coverage we’ve had in Linux Journal was an approach you 
can use to protect against malicious motherboard firmware by using the 
completely Free Software Libreboot BIOS. See the Hack and / “Libreboot 
on an X60” series (in the March, April and May 2015 issues of LJ) and 
the follow-up “Flash ROMs with a Raspberry Pi” (November 2015).

With a combination of Libreboot as your BIOS and using only hardware 
that has free software firmware, you could use the same Raspberry Pi 
you used to flash your BIOS to pull a copy of the BIOS periodically while 

[ LETTERS ]LETTERS
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the laptop is off and compare checksums to confirm 
nothing has changed. Unfortunately, this approach 
validates only the motherboard firmware, not 
the hard disk firmware. So far, I haven’t seen any 
successful projects that free up hard disk firmware 
like Libreboot and Coreboot has for the BIOS.

Firewalld Article in the  
September 2016 Issue

command line, it would not run.
—Mike Tarkowski

William Polik and Nathan Vance reply: We are 
glad you appreciated the additional documentation 
on firewalld. If the example commands do not run 
for you, you will want to check the following:

 
which  firewall-cmd.

 
 

with systemctl  status  firewalld.

 Make sure commands are being run as root  
or with sudo.

Also note that this does not appear to be an 
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Hard Drive Rescue with a Raspberry Pi and Relay
LJ and this article (“Hard  

 
 

LJ is a necessity and not a luxury.

—Guru

Mars Lander

thrust settings on the Schiaparelli lander. (See Dave’s Work the Shell 

—David Terry

Dave Taylor replies: Sounds like a good plan, because a shell script is 
the best possible choice for our next interplanetary adventure vessel!

LETTERS

WRITE LJ A LETTER 
We love hearing from our readers. Please send us your comments 
and feedback via http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact.

PHOTO OF THE MONTH
Remember, send your Linux-related photos  
to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com!

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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diff -u

big kernel lock

Waiman Long implemented the TO 
futex

wait-wake futexes and priority-inheritance  
futexes

 

Sometimes, as Thomas Gleixner

complexity wil l simply come out in the wash. On the other hand, 
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Sometimes kernel developers wil l turn their attention to corner 
cases and pathological conditions, trying to smooth out behaviors 

Al Viro gave that a shot recently, when he noticed that the 
writev()

 

should return the EFAULT error code.
When it comes to system calls, however, you can’t just do whatever 

POSIX, that you 
either have to obey or have a good reason not to.

Linus Torvalds approved this arrangement, but Alan Cox objected. 
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UPFRONT

was not anything anyone would want to do and didn’t have any 

situations where users could see later writes without being able to 

concurrently, because that could be seen by a reader (or more l ikely 

It’s unclear which behavior might ultimately get into the kernel. 

addressed the security concern would be the winner.
Luis R. Rodriguez

userspace recognize a given situation and alert the kernel. Not 

later, it would.

Not only that, but he said “it’s broken nasty crap with a user 

He suggested instead that any drivers running into this problem 

LJ272-Dec2016.indd   16 11/16/16   7:26 PM
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Dmitry 
Torokhov didn’t see how that could be 
accomplished. He said:

so we know their capabilities, so we really 

we do not know when to give up, since we do 

userspace knows and can tell us.

And, Bjorn Andersson piled on, saying  

But, Linus saw the entire concept as too 

directly into a kernel module, he said, than have 

 

the kernel would not be allowed under any 
circumstances.—Zack Brown

THEY  
SAID IT
“In the right light, 
at the right time, 
everything is 
extraordinary.”
—Aaron Rose

There is no Them, 
there is only Us. 
Some of Us think 
this or some of 
Us think that, but 
we’re all Us.
—Lisa Williams

I think people 
don’t place a high 
enough value on 
how much they 
are nurtured by 
doing whatever 
it is that totally 
absorbs them.
—Jean Shinoda Bolen

He that will not sail 
until all dangers 
are over, will never 
put to sea.
—Thomas Fuller

In an industrial 
society which 
confuses work 
and productivity, 
the necessity of 
producing has 
always been an 
enemy of the 
desire to create.
—Raoul Vaneigem
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Automatic Slack  
Notifications

communication. So rather than have my servers send email, I ’ve 

Slack is extremely open to adding applications and integrations.
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integration area in Slack, which isn’t as clear as I’d l ike. On the 

page, cl ick “build” on the upper right. Finally, cl ick “Make a Custom 
Integration” and select “incoming webhooks”.

 
your bot and so on. Once it’s saved, you can use curl to post a 

curl  -X  POST  --data  "payload={"text":  "Cool  Message"}"    

   https://hooks.slack.com/services/YOURAPI/CODEHERE/TOPOST

 
 

—Shawn Powers
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UPFRONT
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UPFRONT

Listen with Your Skull!

 

I don’t read many books with sex scenes, but it’s a bit embarrassing 

you’re paying. But, I digress.

on around me. So when I’m driving, or walking with someone, I tend to 

device vibrates the bones in your head, which in turn vibrate your inner 
ears and produce sound. It means your ears are completely open, so 
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give bone conduction a try. I thought it was a gimmick, but I’m happy 
—Shawn Powers

LINUX JOURNAL
now available  
for iPad and  
iPhone at the  
App Store.

www.linuxjournal.com/ios

For more information about advertising opportunities within Linux Journal iPhone, iPad and 
Android apps, contact John Grogan at +1-713-344-1956 x2 or ads@linuxjournal.com.
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UPFRONTUPFRONT

Android Candy:  
Landing on the Moon, 
with your 
Thumbs

though, I’m at my daughters’ volleyball 

most tasks can be done remotely via SSH. 

a lemon, but really, there’s more to it 
than that. It has a plugin architecture 

keys, I can connect to those servers where I have password authentication 
disabled. (For example, most cloud servers don’t allow you to log in via 

 

Play Store.—Shawn Powers
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Pythonic Science  
in the Browser

article, I take a look at how to get the latest version up and running, and  

active development, you probably will want to keep it updated on 
your system. pip

Jupyter to the latest version:

sudo  pip  install  --upgrade  jupyter

Be sure that you have a C compiler installed, along with the 

sudo  apt-get  install  python-dev  build-essentials

jupyter  notebook  --no-browser

LJ272-Dec2016.indd   23 11/16/16   7:26 PM
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UPFRONT

adding an extra option:

jupyter  notebook  --no-browser  --ip=*

discouraged unless you are on a secure private network. Otherwise, 

who can use your system.
Once Jupyter is up and running, open a browser and point it to  

 

any notebooks currently available, so you will need to create a new one. 

Figure 1. When you first enter Jupyter, you are presented with a file listing from the 
current working directory.

LJ272-Dec2016.indd   24 11/16/16   7:26 PM
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the screen labeled New and selecting the Python notebook entry on the 

this particular server. You can click the related link to open the selected 
notebook in a new browser tab or click the Shutdown button to halt 

Figure 2. Clicking on the New tab will load a new, empty notebook within a new browser tab.

Figure 3. You can get a listing of all of the active notebooks and terminal sessions.

LJ272-Dec2016.indd   25 11/16/16   7:26 PM
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UPFRONT

available and what packages are installed. You even can manage your 
Conda environments, creating new ones, exporting existing ones or 
deleting environments that you are done with.

l ike Maple or Mathematica. Your input is entered in sections called 

sections, explaining what the code is doing and why. It’s extremely 

to include your documentation with your code, so everything stays 
synchronized and up to date.

Figure 4. Jupyter lets you check the details of your Anaconda packages and environments.
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You also can import extra Python modules, just l ike you do in any 

plotting commands, Jupyter can render the resulting graphs directly 
in the notebook.

As you can see, you need to use an extra statement that starts with 
a % character to tell Jupyter to render the plot as an image within 
the notebook. Otherwise, the plots wil l be rendered within a new 

allows you to work on optimizing your code as well as developing it.

Figure 5. You get the output from your Python code displayed within the notebook.
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UPFRONT

Figure 6. Jupyter can render matplotlib graphs directly in the notebook.

Figure 7. There are several magic statements available, such as the timeit magic to find 
runtimes of code cells.
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are available. You always can simply share the Jupyter notebook. It is 

options depend a bit on which Python modules you have installed on 

under the File Download As menu item.

 
—Joey Bernard

LINUX JOURNAL
on your

e-Reader
Customized  

Kindle and Nook  
editions  
available

LEARN MORE

e-Reader  
editions 
FREE for  

Subscribers
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My Cup of Tea

EDITORS’
CHOICE
!

™

EDITORS’ CHOICE

NEXT  
Reuven M. Lerner’s  
At the Forge

PREVIOUS  
UpFront
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the winter means tea.

 

can be a pain to make. A couple years back I discovered the Adagio 

than teabags. You simply put the loose tea in the top, poor hot 

knows that a proper beverage is as important as a proper operating 

 
 

 
I urge you to give it a try.—Shawn Powers

EDITORS' CHOICE

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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AT THE FORGE

REUVEN M. 
LERNER

Reuven M. Lerner offers 
training in Python, Git and  
PostgreSQL to companies 
around the world. He blogs 
at http://blog.lerner.co.il, 
tweets at @reuvenmlerner  
and curates  
http://DailyTechVideo.com.  
Reuven lives in Modi’in, 
Israel, with his wife and  
three children.

Teaching Your 
Computer
It’s easier than you think to teach your computer 
what makes for a tasty burrito.

AS I HAVE WRITTEN IN MY LAST TWO ARTICLES, 

numerous ways. As a consumer, you’ve undoubtedly 
experienced machine learning, whether you know it 

Machine learning is everywhere, and although 
the theory and practice both can take some time 

NEXT  
Dave Taylor’s  
Work the Shell

PREVIOUS  
Editors’ Choice
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about. In “supervised learning”, the computer is trained to categorize 
data based on inputs that humans had previously categorized. In 
“unsupervised learning”, you ask the computer to categorize data on 

In my last article, I started exploring a data set created by Scott 

something more manageable, as well as reasonable.
Here I describe how to take this smaller data set, consisting solely 

Machine-Learning Models

y  =  qX

 
than just the size. Indeed, in Cole’s research, size was removed  

a sophisticated way in order to predict the output value accurately. 
Indeed, there are numerous algorithms that can be used to create 
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statistical literature and implementing it all in code. But because I’m 

%pylab  inline  

import  pandas  as  pd                                          #  load  pandas  with  an  alias  

from  pandas  import  Series,  DataFrame        #  load  useful  Pandas  classes  

df  =  pd.read_csv('burrito.csv')                  #  read  into  a  data  frame

output score:

burrito_data  =  df[range(11,24)]

The goal here, then, will be to combine the 
burrito data and an algorithm to create a model 
for burrito tastiness. The next step will be to 
see if the model can predict the tastiness of a 
burrito based on its inputs.
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You’ll then remove the columns that are highly correlated to one 

burrito_data.drop(['Circum',  'Volume',  'Length'],  axis=1,    

   inplace=True)

burrito_data.dropna(inplace=True,  axis=0)

y  =  burrito_data['overall']  

X  =  burrito_data.drop(['overall'],  axis=1)

at X.iloc[0]
at y.iloc[0]
should be possible to understand how those inputs map to those outputs. 

Creating a Model
Now that the data is in order, you can build a model. But which 

try. However, there’s always the chance that you’l l be wrong, which 
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understand how to build a model.

learning problems. In this case, the input data already has been 

which means that you’l l have to use a numeric model, rather than a 
categorical one.

 
by integers, the input should be placed. For example, modern  
political parties hire data scientists who try to determine which way 

party, is categorical.

you expect the output to vary along a numeric range. A pricing 
 

And, it’s this myriad of choices and options 
that can lead to a data-science project being 
involved, and to incorporate your experience 
and insights, as well as brute-force tests of a 
variety of possible models.
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Let’s assume you’re going to keep the data as it is. You cannot 
use a purely categorical model, but rather wil l need to use one that 

KNeighborsRegressor

can plug in to the standard sklearn pattern:

from  sklearn.neighbors  import  KNeighborsRegressor      #  import  classifier  

KNR  =  KNeighborsRegressor()                                                  #  create  a  model  

KNR.fit(X,  y)                                                                              #  train  the  model
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Without the dropna above (in which I removed any rows containing 

 

 

great_ingredients  =  np.ones(X.iloc[0].count())  *  5

 
is, X.iloc[0]  
I  then multiplied the resulting NumPy array by 5, so that it  
contained all 5s. I now can ask the model to predict the overall 

KNR.predict([great_ingredients])

array([  4.86])

terrible_ingredients  =  np.zeros(X.iloc[0].count())

array([  1.96])
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other good news is that you can determine which ingredients are 

At the same time, there is a problem: how do you know that KNN 

describe the burritos more accurately.

wasn’t set correctly. And I suspect that you indeed could do better, 

would have expected.
One possible solution to this problem is to adjust the parameters 

tune is n_neighbors

for  k  in  range(1,10):  

        print(k)  

        KNR  =  KNeighborsRegressor(n_neighbors=k)  

        KNR.fit(X,  y)  

        print("\tTerrible:  {0}".format(KNR.predict([terrible_ingredients])))  

        print("\tBest:  {0}".format(KNR.predict([great_ingredients])))

highest high and the lowest low is the one in which n_neighbors is 

n_neighbors 
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I plan to look into checking the models, using more sophisticated 

Using Another Classifier

usually a good idea to try several.
So in this case, let’s also try a simple regression model. Whereas 

KNN uses existing, known data points in order to decide what outputs 
to predict based on new inputs, regression uses good old statistical 

from  sklearn.linear_model  import  LinearRegression  

LR  =  LinearRegression()  

LR.fit(X,  y)  

print("\tTerrible:  {0}".format(KNR.predict([terrible_ingredients])))  

print("\tBest:  {0}".format(KNR.predict([great_ingredients])))

Once again, I want to stress that just because you don’t cover the 

not work with other data sets.

create a model that describes your data.

But as you can see, scikit-learn makes it easy—
almost trivially easy, in fact—to create and 
experiment with different models.
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testing your models. In my next article, I’ l l  look at how to test your 

RESOURCES

I used Python (http://python.org) and the many parts of the SciPy stack (NumPy,  
SciPy, Pandas, matplotlib and scikit-learn) in this article. All are available from PyPI  
(http://PyPI.python.org) or from SciPy.org (http://scipy.org).

I recommend a number of resources for people interested in data science and machine 
learning. One long-standing weekly e-mail list is “KDNuggets” at http://kdnuggets.com.  
You also should consider the “Data Science Weekly” newsletter (http://datascienceweekly.com) 
and “This Week in Data” ( ), describing 
the latest data sets available to the public.

I am a big fan of podcasts and particularly love “Partially Derivative”. Other good ones  
are “Data Stories” and “Linear Digressions”. I listen to all three on a regular basis and 
learn from them all.

If you’re looking to get into data science and machine learning, I recommend Kevin 
Markham’s “Data School” (http://dataschool.org) and Jason Brownlie’s “Machine Learning 
Mastery” (http://machinelearningmastery.com), where he sells a number of short, dense, 
but high-quality ebooks on these subjects.
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or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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DAVE TAYLOR

Dave Taylor has been 
hacking shell scripts  
on UNIX and Linux  
systems for a really 
long time. He’s the  
author of Learning  
Unix for Mac OS X 
and the popular shell 
scripting book Wicked 
Cool Shell Scripts.  
He can be found on 
Twitter as @DaveTaylor, 
and you can reach  
him through his  
tech Q&A site: http://
www.AskDaveTaylor.com.

WORK THE SHELL

The Current 
Phase of  
the Moon
Phase of the moon? It turns out that’s  
really complicated.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, WE’VE LEFT MARS. 

While researching the Martian lander project, I 
bumped into another interesting scripting problem 
that relates to space. How do you ascertain the phase 

course, and you can do the math knowing that the 

that simple, actually.
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Sidereal versus Synodic Period

Or You Can Scrape a Website!

http://moongiant.com

Figure 1. Google reports the current phase of the moon.
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http://www.moongiant.com/phase/today.
 

http://www.moongiant.com/phase/MM/DD/YYYY.

http://www.moongiant.com/

Phase of the Moon, V1

curl or GET 

url="http://www.moongiant.com/phase/today"  

pattern="Illumination:"  

phase="$(  curl  -s  "$url"  |  grep  "$pattern"  |  tr  ','  '\  

'  |  grep  "$pattern"  |  sed  's/[^0-9]//g')"  

echo  $phase

phase= statement. 
Let’s unwrap it and look more closely:

curl  -s  "$url"  |  

grep  "$pattern"  |  

tr  ','  '\  

'  |  grep  "$pattern"  |  

sed  's/[^0-9]//g'

curl, go read the man page. It’s 
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tr turns every comma into a hard return, 

grep

isolated i l lumination level indicator.
sed remove everything 
Illumination:  6% turns 

phase

Now the output can be enhanced:

echo  "The  moon's  current  illumination  level:  $phase%"

But What Phase Is It?

since that’s how you ascertain “waxing” or “waning”.

are eight phases to the moon, and 50% il lumination is known as a 

 new moon 

 0–5% = new moon.
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if  [  $phase  -lt  5  ]  ;;  then  

  phasename="new"  

elif  [  $phase  -lt  45  ]  ;;  then  

  phasename="crescent"  

elif  [  $phase  -lt  55  ]  ;;  then    

  phasename="quarter"  

elif  [  $phase  -lt  95  ]  ;;  then    

  phasename="gibbous"  

else  

  phasename="full"  

fi

With the aesthetically pleasing results:

$  potm.sh  

The  moon  is  currently  crescent  with  11%  illuminated.

analyze whether it’s waxing or  

yesterday’s illumination level  
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Orchestration 
with  
MCollective
Use MCollective to pick up where tools like 
Puppet leave off.

I ORIGINALLY GOT INTO SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATION 
BECAUSE I LOVED LEARNING ABOUT COMPUTERS, 

me something new to learn. Now many years later that 
prediction has turned out to be true, and it seems like 
there are new things to learn all the time. In particular, 
every now and then a new technology comes around 
that dramatically changes how sysadmins do their 

LJ, 
I wrote an article titled “How to Deploy a Server” 

KYLE RANKIN

Kyle Rankin is a Sr. 

Systems Administrator 

in the San Francisco  

Bay Area and the author 

of a number of books, 
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Ubuntu Server Book, 

Knoppix Hacks and 
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currently the president 

of the North Bay Linux 

Users’ Group.
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So in this article, I’m going to expand on that concept to talk about 

orchestration tasks on servers post install. Many MCollective installation 

administrators would do this by hand by logging in to machines one by 
one, or they would write custom scripts. With orchestration tools, you can 

approach is to have clients check in to a master server periodically to see 

randomized way or otherwise send them a trigger to apply changes.
 

they already include an orchestration component that allows you  
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on machines running a particular Linux distribution.

host that has SSH root access everywhere and runs commands one 
server at a time. MCollective has a strong security model where your 

then will it execute the command. With this security model, attackers 

they are restricted to whatever plugins you have enabled. Also, because 

arguments, a better way to illustrate MCollective as an orchestration 
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use OpenSSL so they load the new library.

you want to occur at random the next time the client checks in. Here’s how 

host.
package

mco  package  openssl  status

You also can use the package plugin command to update packages, 
and this particular command updates OpenSSL on every host in your 
environment to the latest version:

mco  package  openssl  update

have OpenSSL installed and at what version.
service

nginx service on every host in your environment at the same time:

mco  service  nginx  restart
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You could replace nginx in the above command with any other init 
service on your system.

So there you have it. With three commands, I could patch OpenSSL 

could have done it with a single mco  package  bash  update command.

-I argument that lets 

mco  service  nginx  restart  -I  web1.example.com

-W  argument

hosts running Debian 8.5, you could type:

mco  package  openssl  update  -W  "operatingsystem=Debian    

   operatingsystemrelease=8.5"

spin up a new Debian 8.5 server in AWS, the next MCollective command 

return this server in the results without your having to do anything. You 
even can use the mco  find

mco  find  -W  "operatingsystem=Debian  operatingsystemrelease=8.5"
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on the number in a host’s hostname. In my case, when I create a host in 
AWS, I divide the availability zones into three groups, and the number in 

mco  package  openssl  update  

mco  service  nginx  restart  -W  hagroup=c

and repeat the nginx  restart hagroup=b

hagroup=a

the package update command to a particular hagroup.
What’s nice about MCollective is that because you can limit it based on 

MCollective with your own custom plugins that are relatively easy to write.

MCollective commands, including 
some custom plugins we wrote  

 
steps you would normally do by  

on production systems.
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THE OPEN-SOURCE CLASSROOM

The Family 
Dashboard  
in PHP
Tired of explaining how to log in over the phone? 
Make a dashboard!

I’VE WRITTEN A LITTLE ABOUT PHP BEFORE, 

yours, but the concept is pretty simple. PHP allows you 
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<html><head><title>My  Dashboard</title></head>  

<body>  

<h3>You  need  to  enter  some  commands  and  possibly  options,    

   or  just  press  a  button:<br  />  

<button  onclick="window.location='lj.php?command=weather&  

option=houston'">Weather</button>  

<button  onclick="window.location='lj.php?command=bing'">Bing    

   Photo</button>  

<button  onclick="window.location='lj.php?command=uname'">Kernel    

   Name</button>  

<button  onclick="window.location='lj.php?command=time'">Unix    

   Time</button>  

</h3>  

  

<?php  

  

$command  =  $_GET['command'];;  

$option  =  $_GET['option'];;  

  

switch  ($command)  

{  

        case  "weather":  

                echo  file_get_contents("http://wttr.in/$option");;  

                break;;  

        case  "time":  

                echo  time()  .  "    <--  that's  how  I  read  time!  I'm  a  robot!";;  

                break;;  

        case  "bing":  

                $json  =  json_decode(file_get_contents("http://www.bing.com/  
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HPImageArchive.aspx?format=js&idx=0&n=1&mkt=en-US"),  TRUE);;  

                $url  =  "http://bing.com"  .  $json['images']['0']['url'];;  

                echo  "Here  is  the  image  of  the  day:\n";;  

                echo  "<img  src=$url  />";;  

                break;;  

        case  "uname":  

                echo  shell_exec("uname  -a");;  

                break;;  

        default:  

                echo  "<h1>Press  a  button!</h1>";;  

  

}  

  

?>  

</body></html>

Figure 1. My dashboard is simple, but it’s just a front end for the code beneath.
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, 

What’s with the GET and Switch Stuff?

just easier that way. First I’ l l  explain what the $_GET variable does.
As you click the buttons on the page, you should look at the 

address bar on your browser. When you click on the weather  
 

put into an array called $_GET. So in the weather example above, I’ve 

use the $_GET
assigned:

$_GET['command']  =  "weather";;  

$_GET['option']  =  "houston";;

And, you can use those variables in your PHP code. Notice that I’ve 
actually assigned those two variables to standard variable names, so 

allows the script to be dynamic and provide output based on the input 

can get your local weather now by changing the “option” variable in 
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More Than Just Weather

means your dashboard can do much more than just show the weather. 

switch construct in PHP. It’s like a CASE statement in other languages, 

You run the switch statement on the $command variable assigned 
$_GET

a “case”, it executes the code in that section, then you break;;
$command

case options, the switch executes the default: section at the end. In 
this example, it’s a message to press a button.

Let’s look at each section to see what’s going on when you press a 

The Part before the PHP

want them. I just like buttons because they look cool.
It’s important to realize that the buttons aren’t doing anything other 

than loading the page with $_GET

Weather

$_GET['command'] and $_GET['option'] variables to the script with 
weather as the command, the switch statement will execute the code 
inside the case  "weather": section.
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file_get_contents 

$option variable. 
$option is set to “houston”, but 

$option variable, but it’s possible to assign as many variables as you 

harm, it’s just ignored.

The Time?

time()

programming, because you don’t have to parse out hours, minutes and 

see the number increment.

so you could see how the time() command works, along with the 
echo time() 

Bing? How Dare You Load a Microsoft Page!

to show how to load JSON into a variable and then extract an array 
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<?php  

  

$json  =  json_decode(file_get_contents("http://www.bing.com/  

HPImageArchive.aspx?format=js&idx=0&n=1&mkt=en-US"),  TRUE);;  

  

echo  "<pre>";;  

print_r($json);;  

echo  "</pre>";;  

  

?>

Figure 2. The Bing photos are always so cool.
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 to see 

switch statement, you can see it 

Local Scripts
switch  

you click on the “Kernel Name” button, you can see it executes the code  
in the uname switch shell_exec 

But it’s a little scary, because you’re executing local commands on your 

great power comes great responsibility” things. It can be incredibly 

Troubleshooting

semicolon or a mismatched bracket. It can be very annoying when 

you an error. In the last article I wrote about PHP, I showed how to 
turn on PHP errors so you could see in the web browser what’s going 
wrong. I don’t do that anymore, because it’s annoying to see PHP 

php 

your command line, and you won’t have to worry about turning error 

php  lj.php
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issue and see how to activate error logging.

it’s just a screenshot. (Don’t expose your dashboard to the internet, 
shell_exec

“DASHBOARD” in the subject line, or I might assume it’s spam. I get so 

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEXT  
Feature:  
Provisioning Docker 
with Puppet

PREVIOUS  
Shawn Powers’ 
The Open-Source  
Classroom

Dave Taylor and 
Brandon Perry’s  
Wicked Cool Shell 
Scripts (No Starch Press)
The new second edition of Dave Taylor and 
Brandon Perry’s classic Wicked Cool Shell 
Scripts features a smorgasbord of classic 
favorite scripts and 23 brand-new ones. Subtitled 101 Scripts for 
Linux, OS X, and UNIX Systems, Taylor and Perry’s guide features 
a collection of useful, customizable and fun shell scripts for 
solving common problems and personalizing one’s computing 
environment. Each chapter contains ready-to-use scripts and 
explanations of how they work, why one would use them and 
suggestions for changing and expanding them. Highlights of 
these not just useful but also wicked cool scripts include a disk 
backup utility that keeps files safe from a system crash, a password 
manager, a weather tracker, several games, a ZIP code lookup tool, 
a Bitcoin address information retriever, as well as tools for cloud 
services, bulk file management and image processing and editing. 
Whether users want to save time managing their systems or just 
find new ways to goof off, these scripts are just the ticket.
http://nostarch.com
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USMobile, Inc.’s Scrambl3
The special sauce in USMobile, Inc.’s Scrambl3, the mobile app that 
facilitates “the world’s most private calls and messages”, is a set of 
open-source components that create a top-secret-grade VPN, encryption 
algorithms and internet protocols. USMobile says that, for myriad 
reasons, Scrambl3 stands head and shoulders above WhatsApp and 
Viber for security and privacy. For instance, new Scrambl3 Android and 
iOS users are asked to provide only a user name and password sans 
verification of a cell-phone number, access to private cell-phone contacts 
and email addresses, all of which is “a hassle and a violation of your 
personal privacy”. Scrambl3 provides many advantages since it does 
not rely on a cell-phone number. For example, Scrambl3 can be used 
on Wi-Fi-connected tablets, and attackers cannot listen in on user calls 
and texts by exploiting the public telephone system’s SS7 security flaw. 
Finally, Scrambl3 users privately exchange their user names and add 
them to their respective Scrambl3 Black Book contact listing, making 
unwanted calls or messages impossible on users’ private networks.
http://scrambl3.com
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Permabit Technology 
Corporation’s Albireo VDO for 
Ubuntu Server
In perfect alignment with its self-described identity as “the data 
reduction expert”, Permabit Technology Corporation recently 
announced availability of its Albireo Virtual Data Optimizer (VDO) 6 
for Canonical’s Ubuntu Server. VDO data reduction enables enterprise 
hybrid cloud data centers and cloud service providers to reduce their 
storage footprint, increase data density and avoid costly data-center 
expansions, resulting in “massive savings on data-center investment”. 
Permabit says its move to Ubuntu Server 14.04 LTS—and imminently 
16.04 LTS, as well—is the only modular data reduction solution 
available for the Linux block storage stack. The move occurred due 
to Ubuntu’s place in the forefront of large cloud infrastructure 
deployments and its deep involvement in the OpenStack project. VDO 
leverages Permabit’s patented deduplication, HIOPS Compression and 
thin provisioning technologies.
http://permabit.com
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CloudBees Jenkins Enterprise
Although open-source software excels at innovation and leverages 
the immense power of talented developers dedicated to solving 
difficult problems, the focus is rarely on enterprise capabilities, asserts 
CloudBees, the hub of enterprise Jenkins and DevOps. Fortunate for 
Jenkins developers, CloudBees, Inc., has announced CloudBees Jenkins 
Enterprise, a Jenkins distribution aimed directly at enterprises that 
“ensures the highest levels of testing and verification, providing smooth 
upgrades and the most reliable and stable Jenkins foundation for 
software development and DevOps teams”. This enterprise distribution 
of Jenkins is possible due to CloudBees’ new comprehensive testing and 
verification process called the CloudBees Assurance Program. Consisting 
of a trio of engineering, QA and machine resources, the program is 
dedicated to verifying the stability, security, inter-compatibility and 
upgradability of the Jenkins’ core along with the curated set of the 
most popular third-party open-source Jenkins extensions that round 
out the distribution. As DevOps needs rapidly evolve, enterprises 
require confidence that they are implementing the most feature-
rich, reliable and secure Jenkins-based continuous delivery platform 
possible, which they now have at their disposal.
http://cloudbees.com
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Jetico’s BestCrypt Container 
Encryption for Linux
For users in search of a commercially supported encryption tool 
for Linux with a backdoor-free guarantee, Jetico recommends its 
recently updated BestCrypt Container Encryption for Linux 3.0. 
Jetico’s BestCrypt Container Encryption automatically encrypts any 
selected files or folders on an active computer, shared workstation 
or network storage in Linux, Windows and Mac OS environments 
so that nobody can gain access without the right password or keys. 
Jetico says that BestCrypt is easy to install, easy to use and totally 
transparent—meaning it actually gets used. The new version 3.0 
of BestCrypt features keyfile support, one-click installation and 
access to binary packages for popular Linux distributions and a 
graphics and usability makeover. Jetico adds that while drive or 
disk encryption safeguards from physical threats, like lost or stolen 
devices, it fails to protect online storage or computers connected to 
the internet. Jetico’s BestCrypt ensures that encrypted files stored in 
the cloud can be accessed on Linux.
http://jetico.com
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Applied Expert Systems, Inc.’s 
CleverView for TCP/IP on Linux
One of the most important characteristics of the contemporary 
data center, notes Applied Expert Systems, Inc. (AES), is that 
an ever-increasing amount of the traffic is between servers. 
Realizing the resulting need to facilitate improved server-to-server 
communications, AES developed CleverView for TCP/IP on Linux v2.5 
with KVM Monitoring. CleverView gives IT staff access to current 
and historical server performance and availability details from 
not only their browser desktops but also their cell phones via the 
CLEVER Mobile for Linux app. The highlight of this version 2.5 is 
the new ability to monitor KVM guest support providing clear and 
concise information on availability and performance. KVMView 
shows CPU count, memory used, max memory and CPU used with the 
ability to drill down into the TCP/IP statistics for the selected KVM 
Guest. The new enterprise-wide metrics provide a crisp, clear and 
concise view allowing trend, pattern and anomaly identification. 
Reports provide for more effective decision-making to meet today’s 
dynamic anywhere-anytime service demand.
http://aesclever.com
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iguazio’s Enterprise Data Cloud

The description of iguazio’s new flagship Enterprise Data Cloud 
platform is bold and simple: the world’s fastest, simplest and lowest-
cost enterprise data cloud. iguazio adds that unleashing the full 
potential of megatrend applications and analytics for big data, IoT 
and cloud-native applications, it has pioneered a new service-driven 
approach to enterprise data management, redesigning the entire data 
stack to accelerate performance and bridge the enterprise skill gap. 
iguazio’s Enterprise Data Cloud, asserts the firm, is the only secure 
data platform-as-a-service deployed either on-premises or in hybrid 
cloud architectures, with self-service portals and APIs for developers 
and operators. The new unified platform delivers a breakthrough 
in application performance and efficiency. With only four data 
appliances, enterprises can store up to 10 petabytes per rack, with 
costs starting at $0.03 per gigabyte per month. The platform delivers 
10 million transactions per second and throughput of 50 gigabytes 
per second with sub-100 microsecond application latencies, across 
streaming, NoSQL, objects or files. iguazio’s “revolutionary stack” 
supports simultaneous high-performance access through multiple 
industry-standard and Amazon-compatible APIs.
http://iguaz.io
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GENIVI Alliance’s GENIVI  
Vehicle Simulator

By providing a realistic simulated driving experience, the new GENIVI 
Vehicle Simulator (GVS) assists adopters to develop and test the 
user interface of an open in-vehicle infotainment (IVI) system safely, 
thereby identifying and executing necessary design changes quickly 
and efficiently. The open-source, extensible driving simulator was 
developed under the auspices of the GENIVI Alliance by Elements 
Design Group and the Jaguar Land Rover Open Software Technology 
Center. Key features of GVS’ realistic driving experience include 
obstacle triggering, infraction logging and infraction review.
http://projects.genivi.org/gvs

Please send information about  
releases of Linux-related products  
to newproducts@linuxjournal.com  
or New Products c/o Linux Journal,  
PO Box 980985, Houston, TX 77098.  
Submissions are edited for length  
and content.
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Low Power Wireless:  
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New Products

Docker containers are great, but Docker hosts and 
instances still need to be managed. Configuration 

management tools like Puppet can work hand in hand 
with Docker, and their powerful domain-specific 

languages (DSLs) make light work of things that are 
tricky or impossible to do in Docker itself. 

TODD JACOBS
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FEATURE: Provisioning Docker with Puppet

D
evOps and containerization are currently all the rage in agile 

the appropriate demarcation between containerization and 

technologies complement one another and are intended to work together. 

synergy between Docker and 
Puppet, and shows how the two 
technologies can work together 
to provide a more robust DevOps 
environment than either tool can 
manage alone.

images” onto a server. In the 
simplest cases, Docker images 
bundle up a service and its 
runtime dependencies into 

contained unit. A static image 

deploying services to the data center, but on the other hand, the lack 

to do. You certainly can tweak Docker images with environment 

Docker supports a 
limited number of 
features for enabling 
configuration changes 
at build time and 
runtime, but actively 
maintaining complex 
configurations is 
not what Docker is 
designed to do.
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FEATURE: Provisioning Docker with Puppet

were designed to solve.

Use Cases for Integrating Docker and Puppet

to provision the Docker service on a host, so that it is available to 

instances, such as a containerized web service, onto a managed host. 

containers using Puppet agents baked in to the Docker image. In 

Provisioning Docker with Puppet

nodes running Linux, how do you install the Docker dæmon on only the 

that already has Docker on it, and whatever process spins up the node 
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FEATURE: Provisioning Docker with Puppet

more heterogeneous environment, only some

automated way. Managing 

existing nodes is what Puppet 

Imagine that you have an 

characteristics or running 
services other than SSH. As a 
best practice, this server already 
should have the Puppet agent 
installed in order to avoid yet 
another bootstrap problem, but 
as long as you already have a Puppet master in your environment, placing 

Puppet version and whether you are using Puppet open source or 

be very similar.

the provisioning process.

Server-Side Settings
Automating Which Nodes Get Docker Installed At scale, it can be 

environment named “example”:

sudo  mkdir  -p  \  

        /etc/puppet/code/environments/example/manifests  

  

sudo  touch  \  

        /etc/puppet/code/environments/example/manifests/site.pp

At scale, it can be 
very helpful to apply 
certain configurations 
automatically to  
nodes based on the 
node’s hostname.
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FEATURE: Provisioning Docker with Puppet

And, assign the docker class to any Puppet client that has “docker” in 
its hostname:

#  /etc/puppet/code/environments/example/manifests/site.pp  

  

#  Use  a  regular  expression  to  assign  the  docker  

#  class  to  any  node  that  contains  "docker"  in  its  

#  hostname.  

node  /docker/  {  

    include  docker  

}

Autosigning Client Certificates

Puppet master is not on the same machine as the client, you can 

whitelist Docker nodes:

#  /etc/puppet/autosign.conf  

  

docker-host-001.example.com  

*.docker-hosts.localdomain  

*.local

a dramatic boost in convenience and productivity. Within a secure 

pass the --waitforcert
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Defining a Docker Manifest Now Puppet is ready to do its real 
 

 
to tell your designated Docker nodes how to install and start the 
Docker service:

#  /etc/puppet/code/environments/example/manifests/docker.pp  

  

class  docker  {  

    package  {  'docker':  

        name      =>  'docker.io',  

        ensure  =>  present,  

    }  ->  

    service  {  'docker':  

        ensure  =>  running,  

    }  

}

is also named docker, but the service script and process name are sti l l 

Puppet Forge that selects the appropriate package name based on the 
client’s distribution and OS version.

Client-Side Settings
Remember, you’re managing the Puppet agent manually here because 
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Installing the Puppet Agent

client. First, install the Puppet agent:

sudo  apt-get  --assume-yes  install  puppet-agent

Next, you have to assign the agent to a Puppet environment. By 
production, but it’s a best 

#  This  command  will  configure  the  correct  agent  

#  environment.  

sed  -i  '$a\\n[agent]\nenvironment  =  example'  \  

        /etc/puppet/puppet.conf

now look similar to this:

#  /etc/puppet/puppet.conf  

  

[main]  

ssldir  =  /var/lib/puppet/ssl  

  

[master]  

vardir  =  /var/lib/puppet  

cadir    =  /var/lib/puppet/ssl/ca  

dns_alt_names  =  puppet  

  

[agent]  

environment  =  example
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FEATURE: Provisioning Docker with Puppet

Once the Puppet agent is installed, and assuming the existence  
puppet

nodes automagically any time the hostname matches the regular 

node that should run Docker contains “docker” in its hostname  

 
manually, especially so that you can spot any problems with  

 
a Puppet environment named “example”, and the agent wil l  
attempt to contact a server named “puppet” unless directed 

#  Running  agent  with  puppet.conf  and/or  default  

#  values.  

sudo  puppet  agent  --test  

  

#  Overriding  the  server  and  environment  values.  

sudo  puppet  agent  \  

        --test  \  

        --server  ubuntu-yakkety.localdomain  \  

        --environment  example

#  Show  verbose  status  of  the  Docker  service.  

$  sudo  service  docker  status  

  

#  Count  of  running  Docker  processes.  

$  pgrep  -c  docker  

1
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FEATURE: Provisioning Docker with Puppet

Putting It All in Context

lot more work than simply running apt-get  -y  install  docker.io 
on each new Linux machine in your data center. In the short term, using 

Puppet can automate critical patches related to Docker, or the assurance 

to install, start or stop Docker containers across the data center based 

won’t want to miss the next installment.

Todd A. Jacobs is a frequent contributor to Linux Journal, a Stack Exchange enthusiast, and 
a practicing DevOps and Automation Architect with a special focus on automated security. 
He currently lives in Baltimore with his beautiful wife, toddler-aged son, and two geriatric 
but lovable dogs.
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NEXT  
Doc Searls’ EOF
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Provisioning Docker  
with Puppet

This article continues the series begun last month by getting 
two Raspberry Pis to communicate over a 6LoWPAN network. 

It looks at how to make them talk to other IPv6 hosts on 
different network segments, necessary to get IoT data off the 

sensors and onto the internet. 

JAN NEWMARCH
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Iwireless module. As an example, I showed Python code running a server 

What’s Next?

internet world where IP packets can be routed across multiple hosts 

could manipulate it or send it on.

 

FEATURE: Low Power Wireless: Routing to the Internet
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IPv6 Address Types

local addresses are visible only on a single link, and you can’t route them. 

fe80::/10 fec0::/10, 
but these are deprecated. Multicast addresses are in the ff00::/8 range. 

::1/128

Getting a Fixed Link Local Address

to ensure that you get a “known” global address.

with zeros in them, so I will exploit those here so you get simple addresses 

02:0:0:0:0:0:0:1

::1, which is about as simple as you can get. Set that on the gateway with:

ip  link  set  dev  wpan0  address  02:0:0:0:0:0:0:1

::1

ip  link  set  dev  wpan0  address  02:0:0:0:0:0:0:2

::2.

FEATURE: Low Power Wireless: Routing to the Internet
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Getting a Routable IPv6 Address

address automatically, based on its MAC address, which you have just 
set on the gateway and sensor RPis. Routing tables also are set up on the 
local link, so hosts on the same link can talk to each other directly.

fe80: ifconfig

show something like this:

inet6  addr:  fe80::84f1:df50:eb27:97ff/64  Scope:Link

inet6  addr:  fe80::1/64  Scope:Link

FEATURE: Low Power Wireless: Routing to the Internet

LINK LOCAL PACKETS AREN’T 
ROUTABLE—THAT IS, YOU CAN’T  
SEND PACKETS FROM ONE LINK TO 
ANOTHER LINK. TO ROUTE PACKETS  
FROM ONE LINK TO ANOTHER, THEY  
MUST HAVE A UNIQUE GLOBAL OR  
UNIQUE LOCAL ADDRESS.
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all my network segments. I probably won’t ever want to broadcast my 

process it on my own network or send it to a particular cloud service.

fd28:e5e1:869::/48

fd28::/64

gateway explicitly by setting:

ip  addr  add  fd28::1/64  dev  lowpan0

Packet Forwarding

net.ipv6.conf.all.forwarding=1

Router Advertisements

FEATURE: Low Power Wireless: Routing to the Internet
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stateless address autoconfiguration using router 
solicitation and router advertisements

router then will generate a router advertisement, which it will send back 

link local

 A prefix routable address, 

radvd: Router Advertisement Dæmon for IPv6

systems is radvd

git  clone  https://github.com/linux-wpan/radvd.git  -b  6LoWPAN  

cd  radvd  

./autogen.sh  

./configure  --prefix=/usr/local  --sysconfdir=/etc    

   --mandir=/usr/share/man  

make  

sudo  make  install

You may need to install bison flex.

FEATURE: Low Power Wireless: Routing to the Internet
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Once built and installed, radvd  

interface  lowpan0  

{  

        AdvSendAdvert  on;;  

        #  UnicastOnly  on;;  

        AdvCurHopLimit  255;;  

        AdvSourceLLAddress  on;;  

  

        prefix  fd28::/64  

        {  

                #  AdvOnLink  off;;  

                AdvOnLink  on;;  

                AdvAutonomous  on;;  

                AdvRouterAddr  on;;  

        };;  

  

        abro  fe80::1  

        {  

                AdvVersionLow  10;;  

                AdvVersionHigh  2;;  

                AdvValidLifeTime  2;;  

        };;  

};;

fd28::/64

abro

AdvOnLink to On Off. Setting the advert to  
On means:

FEATURE: Low Power Wireless: Routing to the Internet
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radvd.

radvd, entries will be 
made in the routing table to route fd28::/64 addresses through the 

 Most important, general addresses (::/0 lowpan0 NIC 
through the link local gateway address fe80::1 to the external world.

I’ve also removed the UnicastOnly  on

 

UnicastOnly  on setting stops radvd
adverts, so you need to remove it to allow the routing tables on hosts 
to be renewed.

Router Configuration
 

local addresses, this network wil l be my private network, probably 
 

global addresses.

FEATURE: Low Power Wireless: Routing to the Internet
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 Start up radvd.

radvd

the rest should be run as root and is:

#!/bin/bash  

  

#  set  the  MAC  address  

ip  link  set  dev  wpan0  address  02:0:0:0:0:0:0:1  

  

iwpan  dev  wpan0  set  pan_id  0xbeef  

ip  link  add  link  wpan0  name  lowpan0  type  lowpan  

ifconfig  wpan0  up  

ifconfig  lowpan0  up  

  

#  set  the  gateway  address  on  the  6LoWPAN  side  

ip  addr  add  fd28::1/64  dev  lowpan0  

  

#  start  the  router  advert  daemon  

radvd  -m  stderr

adverts with the fd44::
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eth0            Link  encap:  ...  

                    inet6  addr:  fd44:::4adf:10a9:5c79:7954/64  Scope:Global  

                    inet6  addr:  fe80::4adf:10a9:5c79:7954/64  Scope:Link  

  

lowpan0      Link  encap:  ...  

                    inet6  addr:  fd28::1/64  Scope:Global  

                    inet6  addr:  fe80::1/64  Scope:Link

Sensor Configuration
radvd

#!/bin/bash  

  

ip  link  set  dev  wpan0  address  02:0:0:0:0:0:0:2  

iwpan  dev  wpan0  set  pan_id  0xbeef  

ip  link  add  link  wpan0  name  lowpan0  type  lowpan  

ifconfig  wpan0  up  

ifconfig  lowpan0  up

radvd

address: fd28::2, as shown by ifconfig:

lowpan0      Link  encap:  ...  

       inet6  addr:  fd28::2/64  Scope:Global  

                    inet6  addr:  fe80::2/64  Scope:Link

$  route  -A  inet6  

Kernel  IPv6  routing  table  

Destination      Next  Hop      Flag      Met  Ref  Use  If  

fd28::/64          ::                  UAe        256  0          0  lowpan0  

fe80::/64          ::                  U            256  0          0  lowpan0  
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::/0                    fe80::1        UGDAe  1024  0          0  lowpan0  

ff00::/8            ::                  U            256  1        18  lowpan0

fd28::/64 are on the link 
through the lowpan0 ::/0

address, so all other packets are routed through the lowpan0 NIC via 
the Next Hop address fe80::1.

Testing Routing

I’ve got the RPi router talking to an “external” host through a 
radvd delivering router adverts to it.

$ping6  fd28::2  

PING  fd28::2(fd28::2)  56  data  bytes  

64  bytes  from  fd28::2:  icmp_seq=1  ttl=254  time=14.0  ms  

64  bytes  from  fd28::2:  icmp_seq=2  ttl=254  time=16.4  ms  

64  bytes  from  fd28::2:  icmp_seq=3  ttl=254  time=17.9  ms

#!/usr/bin/python3  

  

import  socket  

from  subprocess  import  PIPE,  Popen  

  

HOST  =  ''              #  Symbolic  name  meaning  all  available  interfaces  

PORT  =  2016          #  Arbitrary  non-privileged  port  
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def  get_cpu_temperature():  

        process  =  Popen(['vcgencmd',  'measure_temp'],  stdout=PIPE)  

        output,  _error  =  process.communicate()  

        return  output  

  

def  main():  

        s6  =  socket.socket(socket.AF_INET6,  socket.SOCK_STREAM,  0)  

        s6.bind((HOST,  PORT,  0,  0))  

        s6.listen(1)  

          

        while  True:  

                conn,  addr  =  s6.accept()  

                conn.send(get_cpu_temperature())  

                conn.close()  

  

if  _ _name_ _  ==  '_ _main_ _':  

        main()

#!/usr/bin/python3  

  

import  socket  

import  time  

  

ADDR  =  'fd28::2'  

PORT  =  2016  

  

def  main():  

        while  True:  

                s6  =  socket.socket(socket.AF_INET6,  socket.SOCK_STREAM,  0)  

                s6.connect((ADDR,  PORT,  0,  0))  

                data  =  s6.recv(1024)  

                print(data.decode('utf-8'),  end='')  

  

                #  get  it  again  after  10  seconds  
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                time.sleep(10)  

  

if  _ _name_ _  ==  '_ _main_ _':  

        main()

temp=38.5'C  

temp=38.5'C  

temp=39.0'C  

...

Conclusion

in my next article, I’ll take a look at the CoAP application protocol.

Jan Newmarch has been using Linux since kernel 0.96. He has written many books and papers 
about software engineering, network programming, user interfaces and artificial intelligence, 
and he is currently digging into the IoT. He is in charge of ICT degrees at Box Hill Institute and 
Adjunct Professor at the University of Canberra.
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ADVERTISEMENT

GEEK GUIDE

SUSE Enterprise 
Storage 4
By Ted Schmidt

Introduction
I wrote a previous Geek Guide, titled 
Ceph: Open-Source SDS, that briefly 
introduced a Ceph-based, data storage 
management system called SUSE 
Enterprise Storage. Based on the 
response from readers of that ebook 
and given recent advancements in the 
maturity of SUSE Enterprise Storage 
(SES), it seemed logical to explore some 
of the features of SES more closely.

In this ebook, I review the characteristics 
of software-defined storage, along  
with its business benefits. Then, I 
explore the features of SUSE Enterprise 
Storage and how those capabilities can 
really help your organization leverage 
the benefits of open-source software-
defined storage (SDS).

A Quick Review of  
Software-Defined Storage
If you read the predecessor to this 
Geek Guide, you’ll remember that 
software-defined storage is a technique 
for virtualizing storage capabilities on 
commodity hardware in an effort to 
reduce costs and improve efficiency. By 
separating storage management software 
capabilities from hardware, an enterprise 
can remove its dependency on proprietary 

software and any associated limitations. 
It also frees the organization to leverage 
the lower cost model of commodity 
hardware. This ends up being a key 
benefit of of any SDS solution: reducing 
capital expenditure (CAPEX).

More on the benefits later—first, 
let’s do a quick review of the defining 
characteristics of an SDS solution. I’ve 
already mentioned that to be SDS (and 
this is a point on which both Gartner and 
IDC agree), a solution must be hardware-
agnostic—that is, it must be able to use 
any brand of hardware. Otherwise, it just 
perpetuates the cost issue that comes 
from dependence on proprietary software.

In addition to hardware agnosticism, 
an SDS solution also has to provide 
the ability to establish policies for 
managing not only storage, but data 
services as well. It must provide tagging 
of metadata for both storage and data 
services, as well as disaggregation of 
storage and data services. A true SDS 
solution also will provide automated 
management of storage and a self-
service graphical UI as well. As you’ll see 
later, SUSE Enterprise Storage provides a 
GUI that is informative and intuitive.

To continue reading, download the complete eBook 
for FREE at http://geekguide.linuxjournal.com.
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Sampling a Stream of Events  
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Stream processing is a hot topic today. As modern Big Data processing systems have evolved, stream 
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Progress on 
Privacy
There are now four ways we can protect  
our privacy online: encryption, agreements,  
fiduciaries and laws. Three of those are new.

T he internet didn’t come with privacy, any more 
than the planet did. But at least the planet had 

privacy technologies we call clothing and shelter. On 
the net, we use human nature to make our own raw 

 
I won’t dwell on that one, because I assume all  
Linux Journal readers are experts at that. Instead,  

physical world are called secrets
norms, 

PREVIOUS 
Feature: Low Power Wireless:  
Routing to the Internet 
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we trust that people, other than the intended recipient, won’t open a 

terms. We encounter 
these every time we click “agree” to something that looks like what is 

Legal Dictionary

industry won the industrial revolution, large companies needed to create 

(

But now we have the internet, a natural heterarchy  
(  

Figure 1. Seal Signaling Secrecy
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other words, to give us
companies we deal with, and which can agree to our
about turning the tables on companies, but rather setting a table that’s 

 
(http://customercommons.org
what Creative Commons (https://creativecommons.org

Figure 2. The Legal Agreements We Call Terms
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Figure 3. Customer Commons User Terms
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(
http://blogs.harvard.edu/

is actually valued by its recipients.”
By valued I mean not based on tracking. As Don Marti  

(http://zgp.org/~dmarti

publication they sponsor while also being supported by it. As Don puts 
signal (https://en.wikipedia.org/

Figure 4. 
#NoStalking
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know that the ads you’ll see are ones that value the content you came 

value your privacy.
fiduciaries

an old and a new idea. In their book Net Worth: Shaping Markets 
When Customers Make the Rules

The Atlantic, 

 
(  
Harvard (

information fiduciary: “a person or business that deals 

Facebook and Google a job they didn’t know they took on when they 

protection is already baked into in laws imposing strong privacy protection 

the General Data Protection Regulation (
 

, and 
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on violators (
Regulation#Sanctions

party, always “using” something provided by others. When the individual 

Figure 5.  
Lawrence Lessig’s 
Diagram of the 
Individual as 
the Target of 
Regulation
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Free Culture  

Encryption
fiduciary hack is on norms and law. New privacy rules such as the GDPR 
are already law. And terms proffered by individuals

terms and the code and protocols 
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